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Abstract 
Today, there are lot of compression 
techniques used for reducing memory 
requirement, bandwidth and time for data. 
Compression techniques are either lossless or 
lossy.  One of the mostly used technique 
entropy encoding   was first lossless data 
compression technique. Over time goes on 
there are lot of changes happens in entropy 
encoding. Even that this technique is 
traditional one, but most of researchers still 
use it today in combination with other 
techniques to gain expected results for data 
compression. The paper studies and compares 
two mostly used entropy encoding algorithms:  
Huffman encoding and Arithmetic encoding.   
CR given by the arithmetic coding is better 
than huffman coding but it is so much 
complex than huffman coding. 
Keywords: Entropy encoding, Arithmetic 
coding, Huffman coding, Lossless 
Compression. 

I. Introduction 
Data compression is useful in reducing size of 
data without affecting quality of data.  Data 
could be any type of information such as audio, 
video or text.  As these types of contents are 
growing fast in today’s world and too much 
diversity to handle.  Diversified data 
compression techniques exist today to achieve 
expected results for data compression.  Data 
compression techniques are either lossy or 
lossless. 

1. Lossless Compression: Everything comes 
under the word ‘lossless’ means that 
decoded information      exactly similar to 
original one. Useful in applications where 
separation from original content is 
undesirable.  For example, hyperspectral 
image compression is highly lossless 

because the type of content that images 
hold. 

2. Lossy Compression: Little bit loss of 
information is acceptable in some 
applications when achieving good 
compression ratio is concern for those 
applications. The decoded information is 
not entirely similar to original one. An even 
lossy compression technique gives better 
CR;   processing speed is slow and doesn’t 
give expected quality. So most of 
researchers, analyst and data compression 
technique developers prefer to lossless 
compression techniques. 

Redundancy reduction leads to compression 
achieved by the reducing two type’s 
redundancies. 

1. Spatial Redundancy: Content that 
duplicated within a structure, such as 
pixels in a frames and bit pattern in file. 
Exploiting spatial redundancy is how 
compression is performed. 

2. Temporal redundancy: Temporal 
redundancy actually found between two 
adjacent frames.   Exploiting temporal 
redundancy is primary goal of image and 
video compression techniques. 

Benefits of compression 
1. Saves the cost by sending less data over 

the switched telephone network.  
2. Reduces noise and saves bit rate. 

3. Provide the security against unlawful 
monitoring.  

4. In lot of specified applications certain 
compression techniques proves to be 
very useful e.g.  Embedded algorithms 
based compression techniques are useful 
in compression of HD size videos.  
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5. It reduces the memory requirement to 
store large amount of data. 

6. Reduces processing time for data. 

II. Entropy Encoding 
Entropy is a lower bound on the average number 
of bits needed to represent the symbols.  
Assigned no of bits to every symbol of the 
message is either the fixed length code or 
variable length code.  In fixed-length codes all 
assigned codewords (no of bits) have same size.  
E.g. A-101, B-100, C-111, D-011 

If we saw in above example every symbol 
consists of fixed length of codeword have length 
3.  A variable length code assigns different size 
of codewords to each symbol.   

E.g. A-1, B-11, C-100, D-101 

If we saw that A has codeword whose length is 1 
while B, C, D consists of length of codeword as 
2, 3 and 3 respectively.  In information theory, 
entropy encoding is lossless data compression 
scheme that is independent of the specific 
characteristics of the medium. The purpose of 
entropy encoding is create and assign a unique 
prefix code to each input symbol of message.  
Then these entropy encoders compress the image 
by replacing every fixed-length input symbol 
with the corresponding variable-length prefix 
free output codeword. 

III. Huffman Encoding 
Developed by DR. David A. Huffman in 1952, 
Huffman coding is entropy encoding technique. 
It is lossless compression technique uses 
variable-length code table as a main concept. 
Variable-length code table consist no of 
codewords for each input symbol according to 
their frequency of occurrences.  Less frequently 
occurred symbols got compressed by using large 
sized codewords, while more frequently 
occurred by using small sized codewords.  
Huffman coding is prefix-code, which means 
that no codeword is prefix of any other codeword 
of symbol. Lot of compression techniques in 
combination with huffman coding gives better 
results or either improves performance. There is 
lot of the areas where huffman code proves to be 
useful like in information theory and coding 
signal design for radar and communication and 
design procedures for asynchronous logical 
circuits.   Huffman coding is similar to Shannon-

fano which is first information theory for entropy 
encoding but instead of using bottom-up 
approach it uses top-down approach for entropy 
encoding and proved to be optimal technique.  
Huffman Tree Construction 

Suppose if there are no of symbols given with 
their frequency of occurrences huffman tree 
generation process goes through the following 
stages 

1. Start  
2. According to frequency occurrences of 

symbols algorithm put them in 
descending order. 

3. Merges two smallest probability symbols 
results in high probability symbols. 

4. According to top to bottom manner it 
assigns zero and ones to every branch of 
tree. 

5. It merges lowest probability symbols 
until it doesn’t get one single node which 
is root of tree and having highest 
probability value. 

6. After root node is found it reads 
transition bits on branches from top to 
bottom to generate the codewords. 

7. End 

E.g.  Assume there are 5 different symbols 
{A, B, C, D, E} with frequency of 
occurrences {100, 10, 9, 7, 5}. If we see that 
frequency occurrence of symbol A is 100 
which is highest than all other symbols.  
Huffman tree and their final codes are shown 
figure 1 and table 1 

 

Table 1 represent frequency occurrences of 
symbols and codeword obtained using huffman 
tree that are sent to decoder 
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IV. Arithmetic Coding 
Instead of working on each symbol, arithmetic 
coding works on entire message or on whole 
input string by assigning sequence of bits. It 
considers whole symbols or message as one unit.  
It doesn’t use concept of variable-length code 
table for compression of message or string of 
symbols like huffman coding.  Bits used for 
compression of symbols depend on probability 
of corresponding symbol.   Low arithmetic 
coding is assign interval to each symbol starts 
with interval from 0 to 1 and find out 
subintervals according probability of 
corresponding symbols.  One subinterval results 
as interval for next symbol.    
Process of arithmetic coding 

1. First, algorithm assigns each symbol their 
frequency of occurrences that resides 
between intervals 0 to 1. 

2. And then checks first symbol of input string 
or message and range of occurrence of that 
symbol. 

3. Range of first input symbol is then 
arithmetic code takes as an interval for next 
input symbol. 

4. For second input symbol it finds probability 
of occurrence for each symbol within input 
interval using following formulae. 

4.1 It first finds out the range difference d 
using upper bound value and lower 
bound value within input interval. 

 d= upper bound-lower bound.  

Where upper bound is highest range value and 
lower bound is lowest range value of first input 
symbol respectively. 

4.2 And then for finding range for each 
symbol within input interval, algorithm 
uses following formula.  

Range of symbol= lower limit: lower 
limit +d(Probability of symbol)  

4.3 It repeats these process until it doesn’t 
found frequency of occurrences for each 
symbol within input interval. 

5. Then it takes next symbols of input string or 
message. 

6. Each time interval for next input symbol is 
equal to range of previously obtained input 
symbol. 

7. It repeats process for each upcoming symbol 
similar to stage 4. 

8. Repeats process until it doesn’t reach end 
of file.  

E.g. If we consider example given in table 2 
arithmetic coding works as follows.    

We suppose that the input message consist of 
following symbols BAADA and it starts from 
left to right. Figure 2 explains the graphical 
representation of the arithmetic coding of this 
message from left to right.  As can be seen, the 
first probability range is 0.1 to 0.3 because the 
first symbol is B.  

 

Figure 2 

The encoded interval for mentioned example is 
[0.1012, 0.101260]. A sequence of bits is 
assigned to a number that located in this range. 

V. Advantages of Arithmetic coding 
1. Gives better compression efficiency. 

 
2. In combination with adaptive model, 

gives better encoding if alphabet or its 
properties are changing over the file. 
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3. Encoding procedure can be naturally and 
simply extended to encompass even an 
infinite alphabet.  Huffman type codes 
require special considerations for each 
such alphabet. 

VI. Advantages of huffman on arithmetic 
coding 

1. Arithmetic algorithm runs to much 
slower than huffman algorithm, which 
can be critical in some applications. 

2. Arithmetic coding is more complex than 
huffman coding and more difficult to 
understand for system user.  

3. Main purpose of arithmetic code obtains 
compression efficiency which is hard to 
get in most realistic situations. As well as 
for text based applications, the saving is 
typically very small. 

4. Lot of applications uses inaccurate 
probabilities, where saving may actually 
be negative. 

VII. Conclusion 
We studied two entropy encoding 

algorithms: Huffman coding and Arithmetic 
coding. Even though entropy encoding 
techniques traditional one, but still lot of 
researchers uses it for data compression.  
Entropy encoding is lossless compression 
technique. From process of execution of 
algorithms and from given examples we can 
understand that Arithmetic  coding is better one 
than huffman coding and gives better 
compression ratio. But it has slowest processing 
speed than huffman coding and more complex to 
understand for user.  But both are useful in 
specific applications. Diversified applications 
according to their type of compression either use 
huffman coding or arithmetic coding. 
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